Comparative mapping of genes flanking the human chromosome 12 evolutionary breakpoint in the pig.
Genes located on human chromosome 12 (HSA12) are conserved on pig chromosomes 5 and 14 (SSC5 and SSC14), with HSA12q23.3-->q24.11 harboring the evolutionary breakpoint between these chromosomes. For this study, pig sequence-tagged sites (STS) were developed for nine HSA12 genes flanking this breakpoint. Radiation hybrid (RH) mapping using the IMpRH panel revealed that COL2A1, DUSP6, KITLG, PAH and STAB2 map to SSC5, while PXN, PLA2G1B, SART3 and TCF1 map to SSC14. Polymorphisms identified in COL2A1, DUSP6, PAH, PLA2G1B and TCF1 were used for genetic linkage mapping and confirmed the map locations for these genes. Our results indicate that the HSA12 evolutionary breakpoint occurs between STAB2 and SART3 in a region spanning less than five million basepairs. These results refine the comparative map of the HSA12 evolutionary breakpoint region and help to further elucidate the extensive gene order rearrangements between HSA12 and SSC5 and 14.